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Abstract
A subset U of vertices of a graph G is called a determining set if every
automorphism of G is uniquely determined by its action on the vertices
of U . A subset W is called a resolving set if every vertex in G is uniquely
determined by its distances to the vertices of W . Determining (resolving)
sets are said to have the exchange property in G if whenever S and R are
minimal determining (resolving) sets for G and r ∈ R, then there exists
s ∈ S so that S−{s}∪{r} is a minimal determining (resolving) set. This
work examines graph families in which these sets do, or do not, have the
exchange property. This paper shows that neither determining sets nor
resolving sets have the exchange property in all graphs, but that both have
the exchange property in trees. It also gives an infinite graph family (n-
wheels where n ≥ 8) in which determining sets have the exchange property
but resolving sets do not. Further, this paper provides necessary and
sufficient conditions for determining sets to have the exchange property
in an outerplanar graph.
1 Introduction
A set of vertices S of a graph G is called a determining set if every automorphism
of G is uniquely determined by its action on the vertices of S. The minimum size
of a determining set is a measure of graph symmetry and the sets themselves
are useful in studying problems involving graph automorphisms [2, 1]. The
determining set was introduced in [5] and independently introduced as a fixing
set in [12]. Some transitive graphs have a small determining set compared to
their vertex set and their automorphism group; others do not. For example, the
hypercube Qn has 2n vertices and 2n ·n! automorphisms, but has a determining
set of cardinality only dlog2 ne + 1 [4]. In contrast, Kn has n vertices and n!
automorphisms, but requires fully n− 1 vertices in a determining set.
Notice that by definition, the images of the vertices in a determining set un-
der the trivial automorphism uniquely determine the positions of the remaining
vertices. Thus a determining set not only uniquely identifies each automorphism,
but also uniquely identifies each vertex in the graph by its graph properties and
its relationship to the determining set. Historically, a number of different sets
(some with multiple names) have been defined to identify the vertices of a graph
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relative to the given set. Let S ⊆ V (G). S has been called a resolving set [8] or
locating set [14] if every vertex of G is uniquely identified by its distances from
the vertices of S. It has been called a distinguishing set [3] if each vertex can
be uniquely identified by its set of neighbors that are in S. It has been called
a locating dominating set [13] or beacon set [10] if none of the sets of neighbors
that are in S is empty (that is, if S is also a dominating set). Each of these sets
is a determining set, but not conversely.
Since a determining set is the most general of these sets, it can be smaller
(sometimes much smaller) than the others. In this paper we will focus on com-
paring determining sets and resolving sets. For instance, a smallest determining
set for Q8 has size 4 [4], while a smallest resolving set has size 6 [7]. The n-wheel
Wn for n ≥ 4 has a smallest determining set of size 2 (since its automorphisms
are the same as those for the subgraph Cn) while for n ≥ 7 a smallest resolv-
ing set has size b 2n+25 c [6] (because most pairs of vertices are at distance 2).
Further, the size of a determining set can be easier to compute. The size of a
smallest resolving set for Qn is known only for small n and it takes “laborious
computations” to find them [7], while for all n, Det(Qn) = dlog2 ne+ 1 [4].
Both determining sets and resolving sets behave like bases in a vector space
in that each vertex in the graph can be uniquely identified relative to the vertices
of these sets. In fact, if a resolving set has minimum size then it is frequently
called a metric basis [7] or just a basis [8] for the graph. But though resolv-
ing sets and determining sets do share some of the properties of bases, we will
see in this paper that they do not necessarily share all the properties. In par-
ticular, they do not always have the exchange property. The form that the
exchange property takes here is easily recognizable from linear algebra: Deter-
mining (resolving) sets have the exchange property in G if whenever S and R
are minimal determining (resolving) sets and r ∈ R then there exists s ∈ S so
that S−{s}∪{r} is a minimal determining (resolving) set. In Section 2 we will
briefly discuss the connection with matroid theory.
There is a significant advantage if determining sets (or resolving sets) have
the exchange property in a given graph: if the exchange property holds, then
every minimal determining (resolving) set for that graph has the same size.
This makes algorithmic methods for finding the minimum size of such a set
more feasible.
This paper examines graphs and graph families in which determining or
resolving sets do (or do not) have the exchange property and is organized as fol-
lows. Precise definitions for determining sets, resolving sets, and the exchange
property are given in Section 2. In Section 3 examples are given to show that
neither determining nor resolving sets have the exchange property in all graphs.
Also given in this section are examples to show that, when the exchange prop-
erty does not hold, a graph may have minimal determining (resolving) sets of
different size. Section 4 gives criteria for a set to be a minimal determining
(resolving) set in a tree and uses those criteria to show that determining (re-
solving) sets have the exchange property in trees. Section 5 shows that there is
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an infinite family of graphs in which determining sets have the exchange prop-
erty but resolving sets do not. This infinite family is the set of all n-wheels with
n ≥ 8. Section 6 shows that neither resolving sets nor determining sets have
the exchange property in all outerplanar graphs. In addition, it gives necessary
and sufficient conditions for determining sets to have the exchange property in
in an outerplanar graph. Open questions are given in Section 7.
2 Basics
Determining sets and resolving sets have already been introduced; the formal
definitions follow.
Definition 1. A subset S of the vertices of a graph G is called a determining
set if whenever g, h ∈ Aut(G) so that g(s) = h(s) for all s ∈ S, then g = h. The
determining number of G, denoted Det(G), is the smallest integer r so that G
has a determining set of size r.
The determining set has also been called the fixing set [12] and is an example
of a base of a permutation group action [11].
We need to be able to tell when a given set is a determining set. Frequently
this is done by looking at stabilizers. Recall that for any subset S ⊆ V (G),
the pointwise stabilizer of S is Stab(S) = {g ∈ Aut(G) | g(v) = v, ∀v ∈ S} =
∩v∈SStab(v).
Theorem 1. [5] A subset S of the vertices of a graph G is a determining set if
and only if Stab(S) = {id}.
Denote the standard distance between vertices u and v in a connected graph
by d(u, v).
Definition 2. A subset S of the vertices of a connected graph G is called a
resolving set if for every u, v ∈ V (G) there is s ∈ S so that d(s, v) 6= d(s, u).
We wish to study the exchange property with respect to determining sets
and resolving sets. The exchange property is usually seen in connection with
bases of a vector space, or more generally in matroid theory. The following
shows explicitly the connection with matroids.
Define d-independence so that a set S of vertices in a graphG is d-independent
if for every s ∈ S, S−{s} is not a determining set. With this definition, a max-
imal d-independent set is a minimal determining set. One can similarly define
r-independence so that a maximal r-independent set is a minimal resolving set.
Each of these definitions of independence defines a hereditary system in the
graph G. Thus the question of whether the exchange property holds in G is
equivalent to the question of whether the hereditary system in G is a matroid
[15]. Recall that one definition of the exchange property for hereditary systems
is that whenever S and R are maximal independent sets and r ∈ R then there
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exists s ∈ S so that S − {s} ∪ {r} is a maximal independent set. (This form is
dual to the base exchange property given in [15].) However, rather than saying
that the “hereditary system under d-independence (r-independence) has the ex-
change property in G” we will lazily say that determining sets (resolving sets)
have the exchange property in G. More formally:
Definition 3. Determining (resolving) sets are said to have the exchange prop-
erty in graph G if whenever S and R are minimal determining (resolving) sets for
G and r ∈ R then there is s ∈ S so that S−{s}∪ {r} is a minimal determining
(resolving) set.
Recall that if the exchange property holds in a hereditary system then all
maximal independent sets have the same size. Thus to show that the exchange
property does not hold in a given graph, it is sufficient to show two minimal
determining (resolving) sets of different size. However, since the converse is not
true, knowing that the exchange property does not hold does not guarantee that
there are minimal determining (resolving) sets of different size.
3 Exchange Property Does Not Always Hold
Recall that for k < n2 , the Kneser graph Kn:k has vertices associated with the
k-subsets of {1, . . . , n}, and has vertices adjacent when their associated subsets
are disjoint. Here we will show that the exchange property fails for determining
sets in K7:3 and for resolving sets in K5:2 (the Petersen graph). However, we
will also see that the exchange property holds for determining sets in K5:2.
Example 1. In K5:2, let S = {s1 = {1, 2}, s2 = {1, 3}, s3 = {1, 5}}. It is
straightforward to show that S is a minimal resolving set. Let r = {2, 4}. Since
K5:2 is transitive, r is an element of a minimal resolving set. However for each
i = 1, 2, 3 it is straightforward to show that S−{si}∪{r} is not a resolving set.
Further K5:2 has minimal resolving sets of different size. Both S1 = {{1, 2},
{1, 3}, {2, 4}, {3, 5}} and S2 = {{1, 2}, {1, 3}, {1, 5}} can be shown to be minimal
resolving sets.
Thus the exchange property does not always hold for resolving sets, and
further, minimal resolving sets for a given graph do not always have the same
size.
Example 2. In K7:3, let S = {s1 = {1, 2, 3}, s2 = {3, 4, 5}, s3 = {1, 5, 6}}. It
is easy to show that Stab(S) = {id} and thus that S is a determining set. S
can also be shown to be minimal. Let r = {1, 2, 6}. Since K7:3 is transitive, r
is an element of a minimal determining set. However for each i = 1, 2, 3 it is
straightforward to show that S−{si}∪ {r} has nontrivial stabilizer and thus is
not a determining set.
Further K7:3 has minimal determining sets of different size. Both S1 =
{{1, 2, 3}, {3, 4, 5}, {1, 2, 6}, {1, 3, 5}} and S2 = {{1, 2, 3}, {3, 4, 5}, {1, 5, 6}} can
be shown to be minimal determining sets.
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Thus the exchange property does not always hold for determining sets and
further, minimal determining sets for a given graph do not always have the same
size.
However, the exchange property does hold for determining sets in K5:2. By
brute force one can show that there are three different isomorphism classes of
minimal determining sets. These all have size three. For each isomorphism class
one can show that an arbitrary added vertex can be exchanged for one of the
original to yield a new minimal determining set. This gives the result.
4 The Exchange Property in Trees
In this section we will see that both determining sets and resolving sets have
the exchange property in trees. In each case we start with a theorem giving a
complete characterization of a determining or resolving set in a tree and then
use the characterization to show that the exchange property holds.
Definition 4. Let T be a tree. Let v ∈ V (T ). A branch at v is a connected
component of T−{v} unioned with v. Note that a branch is a maximal subgraph
of T containing v as a leaf. If v is a vertex of degree at least 3, a branch path at
v is a branch of the tree at v that is a path.
Definition 5. Call vertex v of T an exterior major vertex if it has degree at
least three and has at least one branch path.
Slater provides a nice characterization of a minimal resolving set of a tree
as follows.
Theorem 2. [14] A set S of vertices is a minimal resolving set for a tree if and
only if for each major exterior vertex v there exists a single vertex (different
from v) in S from precisely all but one of the branch paths at v.
Using this characterization we can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3. The exchange property holds for resolving sets in trees.
Proof. Let S be a minimal resolving set in a tree T . Then for each major
exterior vertex of T , S contains a vertex from all but one of its branch paths.
Let r be an element of a minimal resolving set R. Then r is a vertex on a branch
path, say H, of an exterior major vertex v that has at least two branch paths.
If S contains a vertex s from H, then S − {s} ∪ {r} meets the requirements
of Theorem 2 and therefore is a minimal resolving set. If S does not contain
a vertex from H, then H is the one branch path at v that does not provide
such a vertex. Since there are at least two block paths at v, there is some block
path K at v (different from H) so that S contains a vertex s from K. Then
S − {s} ∪ {r} meets the requirements of Theorem 2 and is therefore a minimal
resolving set.
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Finding a nice characterization of a minimal determining set in a tree will
make it easy to prove that determining sets also have the exchange property in
trees. We begin the search for a characterization below.
Let T be a tree with two adjacent vertices x and y in its center. Let T ′ be
the result of adding a vertex z of degree two to the edge between x and y. Then
z is the center of T ′ and as such is fixed by all automorphisms of T ′. Further,
T and T ′ have the same automorphism group (as permutations of V (T ) =
V (T ′)−{z}), and all vertex stabilizers are the same. The vertex z is redundant
in any determining set of T ′ since Stab(z) = Aut(T ′) = Aut(T ). Thus every
determining set for T is a determining set for T ′ and every determining set for
T ′ that does not include z is a determining set for T . In particular, T and T ′
have the same minimal determining sets.
Thus for the purposes of studying minimal determining sets, we may assume
that a tree has a single vertex as its center.
Theorem 4. Let T be a tree with a single vertex as its center. A set S of
vertices is a determining set for T if and only if for each vertex v there exists
a vertex (different from v) in S from all but one of the branches from each
isomorphism class of branches at v.
Proof. =⇒ Suppose there is a vertex v with two isomorphic branches H1 and
H2 so that no vertex (different from v) of either branch is in S. Then there is
an automorphism α that transposes H1 and H2, fixes v, and fixes all vertices
outside of H1 and H2. Then α is nontrivial and α ∈ Stab(S). Thus S is not a
determining set.
⇐= Suppose that S is not a determining set. Then there is some nontrivial
α ∈ Stab(S). Thus there exists x ∈ V (T ) so that α(x) 6= x. Let v be the first
vertex on a path from x to the center of T that is fixed by α. (Since T has
a single vertex at its center, such a v must exist.) Let H be the branch of v
containing x. Since α moves every vertex of H except v, no vertex of H different
from v can be in S. Note that α(H) is also a branch at v and is isomorphic to
and distinct (except for v) from H. Again, since α moves every vertex of α(H)
except v, no vertex of α(H) different from v can be in S. Thus H and α(H)
are isomorphic branches at v and neither contributes a vertex to the set S.
The example below shows that the hypothesis that T has a unique center is
necessary in the theorem above.
Example 3. Let T be the graph in Figure 1. Vertices x and y are the center
of T . Note that no vertex has a nontrivial branch isomorphism class. Thus
if the theorem held for trees with non-unique centers, this graph would have
the empty set as a determining set. However, there is an automorphism that
transposes the center vertices and their branches that is not captured by this
(empty) set. As discussed earlier, we could place a vertex between x and y,
and this would be the new center. We see that this new vertex would have a
nontrivial branch isomorphism class and that there would be a vertex from one
of these branches in any determining set. This would provide the correct result.
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Figure 1:
Theorem 5. The exchange property holds for determining sets in trees.
Proof. If Det(T ) = 0 then the result holds vacuously. So assume that Det(T ) >
0.
Recall that if the tree T does not have a unique center, we can add a vertex
of degree 2 to the edge between the two vertices of the center, yielding a new tree
T ′ with a unique center. Since T ′ has precisely the same minimal determining
sets as T , determining sets have the exchange property in T ′ if and only if they
have the exchange property in T . Thus, we may assume T has a unique center.
Let S be a minimal determining set for T . Let R be another and r ∈ R. Let
v be the first vertex on the path from r to the center of T with the property
that if H is the branch at v containing r, then there exists a branch K at v
isomorphic to H. That is, r is a vertex on one of the branches in a nontrivial
isomorphism class of branches at v. Note that since R is a nonempty minimal
determining set, such a v must exist.
If there is s ∈ S so that s 6= v and s is on H, then exchanging s for r yields
a determining set because S′ = S − {s} ∪ {r} continues to meet the conditions
of Theorem 4. If there is no such s on H, then H is the one branch in its
isomorphism class of branches at v that does not contain an element of S. Then
there is some s ∈ S so that s 6= v and is on K. Again, exchanging s for r yields
a determining set.
It is intuitively clear that the minimality of S implies the minimality of S′.
However, set theoretic arguments using vertex stabilizers can be used to prove
this more formally. The proofs would be similar to (but slightly simpler than)
the proof for minimality in Case 2 in Theorem 10.
5 Wheels
So far the exchange property results for determining sets and for resolving sets
do not look very different. Neither set always has the exchange property, and
both have the exchange property in trees. However, in this section we see that
the set of n-wheels where n ≥ 8 is an infinite family of graphs in which the
exchange property holds for determining sets but not for resolving sets.
Recall the the n-wheel is the join of Cn and K1 for n ≥ 3. That is, Wn
contains an n-cycle with a single additional vertex adjacent to all the vertices
of the cycle.
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Theorem 6. Determining sets have the exchange property in n-wheels.
Proof. Recall that W3 = K4. It is trivial to see that determining sets have
the exchange property in complete graphs. When n ≥ 4, Cn and Wn have the
same automorphism group and the same vertex stabilizers on the vertices of the
n-cycle. Thus the minimal determining sets for Wn are precisely the minimal
determining sets for Cn, and these are the pairs of non-antipodal vertices on
the n-cycle. If we have a set S = {u, v} in V (Wn) of non-antipodal vertices and
another vertex x 6= u, v of a minimal determining set (i.e., x is not the central
vertex of Wn), then x is non-antipodal to at least one of u and v on the cycle
and can be exchanged for the other. Thus determining sets have the exchange
property in all n-wheels.
Theorem 7. For n ≥ 8, resolving sets do not have the exchange property in
Wn.
Proof. Label the vertices of degree three in Wn by 1, 2, . . . , n around the cycle.
Buczkoski, Chartrand, Poisson, and Zhang [6] give criteria for a set of vertices
in Wn to be a resolving set. The criteria use the size of the gaps, the distance
along the cycle between sequentially ordered vertices in the set. A set S is a
resolving set if and only if there is no gap of size four or greater, there is at
most one gap of size three, and any gap of size greater than one must have both
neighboring gaps of size one or less. Further, Buczkoski et al. give minimal
resolving set for each n ≥ 7 depending on its residue modulo 5. These, or slight
modifications of these, are used in the following.
• Suppose that n = 5k for k ≥ 2. Then S = {5i+ 1, 5i+ 4 : 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1}
is a minimal resolving set. There is no s ∈ S so that S − {s} ∪ {2} is
a resolving set. In particular the only possibilities are the elements of S
nearest to 2. However, removing 1 would yield neighboring gaps {n, 1} and
{2, 3}, while removing 4 would leave neighboring gaps {5, 6} and {7, 8}.
• Suppose that n = 5k + 1 for k ≥ 2. Then S = {5i + 1, 5i + 4 : 0 ≤ i ≤
k−2}∪{n−3, n−1} is a minimal resolving set. There is no s ∈ S so that
S−{s}∪ {2} is a resolving set. In particular the only possibilities are the
elements of S nearest to 2. However, removing 1 would yield neighboring
gaps {n, 1} and {n − 6, n − 5, n − 4}, while removing 4 would leave gap
{3, 4, 5} a second gap of size three.
• Suppose that n = 5k + 2 for k ≥ 1. Then S = {1, 5} ∪ {5i+ 2, 5(i+ 1)) :
1 ≤ i ≤ k− 1}∪{n} is a minimal resolving set. (This is different from the
minimal resolving set given in [6].) There is no s ∈ S so that S−{s}∪{6}
is a resolving set. In particular, removing 5 would yield a gap {2, 3, 4, 5}
of size larger than three, while removing 7 would leave two gaps {2, 3, 4}
and {8, 9, 10} of size three.
• Suppose that n = 5k + 3 for k ≥ 2. Then S = {5i + 1, 5i + 4 : 0 ≤ i ≤
k − 2} ∪ {n− 7, n− 3, n− 1} is a minimal resolving set for Wn. There is
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no s ∈ S so that S−{s}∪{7} is a resolving set. In particular, removing 6
would yield neighboring gaps {5, 6} and {8, 9}, while removing 10 would
leave gap {8, 9, 10, 11}. Suppose that n = 8. Then S = {1, 5, 7} is a
minimal resolving set. Further there is no s ∈ S so that S − {s} ∪ {8} is
a resolving set.
• Suppose that n = 5k+ 4 for k ≥ 1. Then S = {5i+ 1, 5i+ 4 : 0 ≤ i ≤ k}is
a minimal resolving set for Wn. There is no s ∈ S so that S − {s} ∪ {3}
is a resolving set. In particular, removing 1 would yield neighboring gaps
{n− 2, n− 1} and {1, 2}, while removing 4 would leave neighboring gaps
{4, 5} and {7, 8}.
6 Outerplanar Graphs
We will see in the examples below that neither determining sets nor resolving sets
have the exchange property in all outerplanar graphs. However, it is straight-
forward to tell whether or not the exchange property holds for determining sets
in a given outerplanar graph. We first find criteria for the exchange property to
hold for determining sets in a 2-connected outerplanar graph. Along the way we
find a description for determining sets in such a graph. Finally, we use these to
prove analogous results for determining sets in a connected outerplanar graph.
Example 4. Let G be the 8-wheel with outer vertices labeled 1, . . . , 8 and the
edge from 1 to 8 removed. This graph is outerplanar. Each of the sets {1, 5, 7}
and {1, 3, 6, 8} can be shown to be a minimal resolving set for G. Thus resolving
sets do not have the exchange property in G.
Example 5. Consider the graph in Figure 2. Note that {x} (or any single
vertex that is not on the 3-cycle) has a trivial stabilizer and thus forms a minimal
determining set. Also note that u and v (or any pair of vertices from the 3-
cycle) are fixed by distinct reflections of the Hamilton cycle. Then Stab({u, v})
is trivial and thus {u, v} is also a minimal determining set. Since there are
minimal determining sets of different size, the exchange property does not hold
for determining sets in this graph.
Recall that a 2-connected outerplanar graph with at least three vertices
contains a unique Hamilton cycle [9]. The uniqueness of the cycle guarantees
that it is preserved by every graph automorphism. Thus for such a graph G,
Aut(G) is a subgroup of D|V (G)|, the automorphism group of the cycle. That is,
the automorphisms of G are realized by rotations or reflections of the Hamilton
cycle of G. When G is K2, its automorphism group contains a single nontrivial
reflection (or a single nontrivial rotation). Here we will only consider reflections
that are nontrivial.
Theorem 8. Determining sets fail to have the exchange property in a 2-
connected outerplanar graph G if and only if G contains a vertex moved by
every reflection and contains two vertices fixed by different reflections.
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Figure 2:
Proof. If Aut(G) is trivial, the result is vacuously true. Suppose that G is a
2-connected graph with nontrivial automorphisms. Recall that no vertex of G
is fixed under any rotation of the Hamilton cycle. Thus each vertex stabilizer
in G is either trivial or is generated by a single reflection.
=⇒ Suppose that G has at least one vertex that is moved by every reflection,
but no two vertices that are fixed by different reflections. (This includes the
case in which there are no reflections in Aut(G).) Any vertex that is moved by
every reflection has a trivial stabilizer and thus forms a (minimal) determining
set. Since no two vertices are fixed by different reflections, but each nontrivial
stabilizer is generated by a single reflection, all nontrivial stabilizers are equal.
Then the intersection of multiple vertex stabilizers is trivial if and only if one
of the stabilizers is trivial. Thus a minimal determining set must be composed
of a single vertex that is moved by every reflection. Clearly, two such minimal
determining sets can have their vertices exchanged. Thus the exchange property
holds in this case.
Suppose that G has no vertex moved by every reflection and has two vertices
that are fixed by different reflections. The intersection of the vertex stabilizers
of two vertices fixed by different reflections is trivial and thus these vertices form
a (minimal) determining set. Since every vertex is fixed by some reflection, no
vertex stabilizer is trivial. Thus the presence of two vertices fixed by different
reflections is both necessary and sufficient for a determining set. Suppose S =
{s1, s2} andR = {r1, r2} are two such minimal determining sets. Choose r1 ∈ R.
Since s1 and s2 are fixed by different reflections, one of them is fixed by a
reflection other than the one that fixes r1. Suppose that s2 is such a vertex.
Then S − {s1} ∪ {r1} = {r1, s2} is a minimal determining set for G. Thus the
exchange property holds in this case.
⇐= Suppose that G has a vertex, say x, that is moved by every reflection, as
well as vertices, say u and v, that are fixed by different reflections. Then {x}
and {u, v} are minimal determining sets of different size. Thus the exchange
property does not hold for determining sets in G. Note that such a graph is
displayed in Figure 2 (Example 5).
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The proof of Theorem 8 yields the following corollary.
Corollary 8.1. Let G be a 2-connected outerplanar graph with nontrivial au-
tomorphisms. If G contains a vertex x that is moved by every reflection, then
{x} is a minimal determining set. If G contains two vertices u and v, each fixed
by a different reflection, then {u, v} is a minimal determining set. These are the
only possible minimal determining sets for G.
Before heading into the theorems regarding general outerplanar graphs, it
will be useful to collect ideas about the structure of these graphs and facts
regarding their automorphisms.
Each outerplanar graph G has an associated nontrivial block-cutvertex tree
[15]. Denote this by T . That is, T is a tree with a B-vertex for each 2-connected
block of G and a C-vertex for each cutvertex of G, and edges between B-
vertices and their associated C-vertices. Call a subgraph of G a blockbranch if
its associated block-cutvertex subtree is a branch of T attaching at a C-vertex.
There are times when it is useful to consider a trivial blockbranch; this is simply
a vertex of the block. Note that if G is 2-connected the block-cutvertex tree
consists of a single B-vertex.
Any path from a C-vertex to a leaf must be of odd length, and any path
from a B-vertex to a leaf must be of even length. Thus the center of the
block-cutvertex tree cannot contain both a C-vertex and a B-vertex. Further
since no two B- or C-vertices are adjacent, the center cannot contain two B-
vertices or two C-vertices. Thus, the center of a block-cutvertex tree is a unique
vertex, either a B-vertex or a C-vertex. If the center of T is a B-vertex, call the
associated block of G the central block. Otherwise a block is called a non-central
block. If the center of T is a C-vertex, call the associated cutvertex the central
cutvertex. It will ease our notation to refer to the vertices of the central block or
the central cutvertex as Z. Note that Z does not necessarily contain the center
of G.
Since graph automorphisms take 2-connected blocks to 2-connected blocks,
and cutvertices to cutvertices, they preserve the block structure of G. In par-
ticular, if v is a vertex of a block B, α ∈ Aut(G), and α(v) is also in B,
then B is invariant under α. If v is a vertex (other than the terminal cutver-
tex) of a blockbranch H, and α(v) is also in H, then H is invariant under α.
Moreover, every α ∈ Aut(G) induces an automorphism, α˜, on the associated
block-cutvertex tree. Since every automorphism of a tree preserves its center,
every automorphism of G fixes Z setwise.
If a block B of G is non-central then there is a cutvertex of B that is closest
to Z. This vertex is unique among the vertices of B and thus must be fixed by
any automorphism under which B is invariant. In particular, if a non-central
block is invariant but not fixed under an automorphism, then the block has at
least three vertices and the action of the automorphism on the Hamilton cycle
is a reflection through the cutvertex of B that is closest to Z, with analogous
action on the attached blockbranches.
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For any block B of G, we can define a block determining set for B to be
a subset U of V (B) with the property that any automorphism of G that fixes
U pointwise must also fix B pointwise. More formally, let Invar(B) be the
set of automorphisms of G under which B is invariant. It is easy to see that
Invar(B) is a group and that Stab(B) / Invar(B). The symmetries of B under
the automorphisms of Aut(G) are captured precisely by the quotient group
Invar(B)/Stab(B), which we will denote by AutG(B). Note that AutG(B) is a
(often proper) subgroup of the automorphisms of B when thought of as a graph
in its own right. We see that a subset U of B is a block determining set for B if
and only if the (pointwise) stabilizer of U in AutG(B) is trivial. Note that if B
is non-central and AutG(B) is nontrivial then the nontrivial symmetry of B in
AutG(B) is a reflection. Therefore a minimal block determining set for the block
is formed by any vertex of B that is moved by the reflection in AutG(B). If B
is the central block, its block determining sets follow the criteria of Corollary
8.1 under the group AutG(B).
We now proceed to state criteria for a set of vertices of an outerplanar graph
to be a determining set.
Theorem 9. Let G be a connected outerplanar graph and let T be its block-
cutvertex tree. A set of vertices S is a determining set for G if and only if each
of the following conditions hold.
1. If B is a block of G then X = {v ∈ V (B) | S contains a vertex of a
blockbranch of B at v} is a block determining set for B.
2. If v is a cutvertex of G then S contains a vertex (other than v) from all
but one of the blockbranches in each isomorphism class of blockbranches
at v.
Proof. Let S be a subset of vertices of G. Assume that S is not a determining
set for G. Then there exist some nontrivial α ∈ Stab(S).
Suppose there is a block B of G that is invariant but not fixed under α.
Since α ∈ Stab(S) leaves invariant all blockbranches of B that contain elements
of S, α fixes in B the attaching cutvertices of these blockbranches. That is, α
fixes the vertices of X. But since α does not fix B, this means X is not a block
determining set for B. This violates Condition 1.
Suppose no block is invariant but not fixed under α. Since α is nontrivial, this
means that the induced automorphism α˜ is nontrivial on T . Then α˜ permutes
branches from a common vertex y˜ of T . That is, there are isomorphic branches
H˜ and α˜(H˜) at y˜, which are disjoint except for their common cutvertex. Thus in
G, there are associated blockbranches H and α(H) which either have a common
cutvertex or attach to a common block at different cutvertices. Suppose that
H and α(H) have different attaching cutvertices, say v and α(v), on a common
block B. Since v, α(v) are distinct and both in B, B is invariant but not fixed
under α. This contradicts our assumption on α. Thus H and α(H) share a
common cutvertex v and the only vertex of these blockbranches that is fixed by
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α is v. But since α fixes all the vertices in S this means that no vertex of H or
α(H) other than v can be contained in S. This violates Condition 2.
The above criteria for a determining set for an outerplanar graph allows us
to prove the following.
Theorem 10. The exchange property fails for determining sets in a connected
outerplanar graph if and only if it has a central block that has trivial (point-
wise) stabilizer, and that contains a vertex moved by every reflection of B
under AutG(B), as well as two vertices fixed by different reflections of B under
AutG(B).
Proof. =⇒ Let G be a connected outerplanar graph that does not meet the
hypothesis above. That is, G does not have a central block B with trivial
stabilizer that contains a vertex moved by every reflection of B, as well as two
vertices fixed by different reflections of B.
If Det(G) = 0 then the result holds vacuously. Assume that Det(G) > 0.
Let T be the block-cutvertex tree for G. Let S and R be minimal determining
sets for G. Let r ∈ R. Since R is a minimal determining set there is at least
one α ∈ Aut(G) so that α(r) 6= r. Let x˜ be a B-vertex of T whose associated
block contains r. For each α that moves r, let y˜ be the first vertex in a path
from x˜ to the center of T that is fixed by α˜. Over all such α, choose one for
which y˜ is closest to x˜. (Note that if r and α(r) are in the same block then
x˜ = y˜.) Denote the (possibly trivial) branch from y˜ containing x˜ by H˜ and its
associated blockbranch in G by H.
By our choice of y˜, if it is a C-vertex then H and α(H) are disjoint except
for a common cutvertex, say v, and α permutes blockbranches isomorphic to
H at v. If y˜ is a B-vertex then H and α(H) have distinct cutvertices on a
common block B, and α acts as a symmetry on the block B while carrying
along isomorphic block branches. Further, by our choice of y˜, r does not satisfy
Condition 1 for any block, nor Condition 2 for any cutvertex, that lies strictly
between r and the block or cutvertex associated with y˜. Since R is a minimal
determining set this means that r is necessary to fulfill Condition 1 for the block
associated with y˜ or Condition 2 for the cutvertex associated with y˜. No other
element of R fulfills this role.
Case 1: Suppose that y˜ is a B-vertex with associated block B. Then B is
invariant but not fixed under α. Since R and S are determining sets for G,
by Theorem 9 each provides a block determining set for B. That is, each
of X = {v ∈ V (B) | R contains a vertex of a blockbranch of B at v} and
Y = {w ∈ V (B) | S contains a vertex of a blockbranch of B at w} are block
determining sets for B. This means that the stabilizers of X and Y in AutG(B)
are trivial. Let v be the element of X at which the blockbranch of B containing
r is attached.
Recall that Corollary 8.1 extends to block determining sets of B under
Aut(B). In particular, each block determining set must either contain a vertex
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moved by every reflection of B under AutG(B), or contain two vertices that
are fixed by different reflections of B under AutG(B). This allows us to break
Case 1 in three subcases. In each subcase we will identify a vertex w of Y that
performs the same function in a block determining set for B as v does. In par-
ticular we will find w ∈ Y so that Y − {w} ∪ {v} and X − {v} ∪ {w} are both
block determining sets for B. We will then use w to identify a vertex s ∈ S to
exchange for r ∈ R. Finally we will prove that this exchange yields a minimal
determining set.
Case 1.1: Suppose that every block determining set for B contains a vertex
moved by every reflection in AutG(B). (This includes the case where there is
no reflection in AutG(B).)
Then each of X and Y contains a vertex with trivial stabilizer in AutG(B).
By the minimality of R, vertex v plays this role for X. Suppose w plays this
role for Y . Then Y − {w} ∪ {v} and X − {v} ∪ {w} both have trivial stabilizer
in AutG(B).
Case 1.2: Suppose that every block determining set for B contains two vertices
fixed by different reflections in AutG(B).
Then there exist v1, v2 ∈ X and w1, w2 ∈ Y so that the vertices in each pair
are fixed by different reflections in AutG(B). By the minimality of R, one of
v1 and v2 is v. Assume v1 = v. If one of w1, w2 is fixed by the same reflection
as v then let w be that vertex. In this case, since both X and Y have trivial
stabilizers in AutG(B), both Y −{w}∪{v} and X−{v}∪{w} do also. Suppose
that neither of w1, w2 is fixed by the same reflection as v. Since w1 and w2 are
fixed by different reflections, at least one of them must be fixed by a reflection
different from that of v2. Let this be w = w1. Then by our choice of w, and
since X−{v}∪{w} contains both v2 and w, it has trivial stabilizer in AutG(B).
Further, since by hypothesis v is fixed by a reflection different from that of w2,
and since Y −{w} ∪ {v} contains both w2 and v, it also has trivial stabilizer in
AutG(B).
Case 1.3: Suppose that a block determining set for B can contain either a
vertex moved by every reflection in AutG(B) or two vertices fixed by different
reflections in AutG(B).
By hypothesis on G, the above assumption means that the pointwise stabi-
lizer of B in Aut(G) is nontrivial. Then there are elements of X and Y that
are there by virtue of automorphisms in the stabilizer of B. That is, there are
vertices of R and S fulfilling Condition 1 for non-central blocks or Condition
2 for cutvertices of G. (Note that since there are two different reflections in
AutG(B), B must be the central block.) Let U be the subset of X consisting
of vertices coming from blockbranches that are invariant but not fixed under
automorphisms that fix B. Notice that U is also a subset of Y , that v is not in
U , and that U is nonempty by hypothesis. If the stabilizer of U in AutG(B) is
trivial then v is unnecessary for X to be a block determining set for B. Then r
is not necessary to fulfill Condition 1 for B. But we have argued that the choice
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of B and the minimality of R prevent this situation. Thus the stabilizer of U in
AutG(B) is not trivial, which means that it is generated by a single reflection.
Since X and Y are block determining sets for B, they each contain a vertex of
B that is not fixed by the reflection that fixes U . The vertex v fills this role for
X; let w denote a vertex that fills the role for Y . Then Y − {w} ∪ {v} contains
U and v and therefore has trivial stabilizer. Similarly X − {v} ∪ {w} contains
U and w and therefore has trivial stabilizer.
Using our choice of w from the appropriate case above, let s be a vertex
of S on a blockbranch of B attached at w. Let S′ = S − {s} ∪ {r}. We will
use the fact that X − {v} ∪ {w} has trivial stabilizer in AutG(B) to show that
Stab(Y − {w} ∪ {v}) ⊆ Stab(s). We will then use this fact to show that S′ is a
determining set.
Suppose that β ∈ Stab(Y −{w}∪ {v}). Then since Y ′ = Y −{w}∪ {v} is a
block determining set for B, β fixes B and therefore w. Thus the blockbranches
of B at w are invariant under β. Suppose that β(s) 6= s. Then either s fulfills
Condition 1 of Theorem 9 for some block between s and w, or s fulfills Condition
2 for some cutvertex between s and w (including the possibility of w). But since
R is a determining set, R must also contain a vertex, say t, of a blockbranch at
w fulfilling the same condition for the same block or cutvertex. Thus w is in
X. Since X − {v} ∪ {w} is a block determining set for B, this means v (and
therefore r) is not necessary to fulfill Condition 1 for B. But as we’ve argued,
this situation cannot occur. Thus Stab(Y ′) ⊆ Stab(s).
Let W be the subset of vertices from S on blockbranches of B at elements
of Y . Let W ′ = W − {s} ∪ {r}. Note that if α fixes the elements of W (resp.
W ′) then it fixes the elements of Y (resp. Y ′). Combining the with the results
above yields Stab(W ′) ⊆ Stab(Y ′) ⊆ Stab(s).
Since Stab(W ′) ⊆ Stab(s) and since W − {s} ⊂ S, basic set theory gives
us that Stab(S′) = Stab(S − {s} ∪ {r}) = Stab(S − {s} ∪ (W − {s} ∪ {r})) =
Stab(S − {s}) ∩ Stab(W ′) ⊆ Stab(S − {s}) ∩ Stab(s) = Stab(S) = {id}. Thus
S′ is a determining set.
Now we will show that Stab(Y ) ⊂ Stab(r) which will allow us to prove that
S′ is minimal.
Suppose that β ∈ Stab(Y ). Then since Y is a block determining set for B, β
fixes B and therefore v. If β(r) 6= r but β(v) = v then the blockbranches at v are
invariant but not fixed under β. Then there is a vertex z˜ of T , strictly between
x˜ and y˜, that is fixed by some γ˜ where γ moves r. This contradicts our choice of
α and y˜ and therefore cannot happen. Thus β(r) = r and Stab(Y ) ⊆ Stab(r).
Thus Stab(W ) ⊆ Stab(Y ) ⊆ Stab(r).
Since S is minimal, Stab(W ) ⊆ Stab(r), and s ∈ W ⊂ S, we get that for
all t ∈ S, {id} ( Stab(S − {t}) = Stab(S − {s, t} ∪W ) = Stab(S − {s, t}) ∩
Stab(W ) ⊆ Stab(S−{s, t})∩Stab(r) = Stab(S∪{r}−{s, t}) = Stab(S′−{t}).
Thus S′ is also minimal.
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Case 2: Suppose that y˜ is a C-vertex. Then H and α(H) share a cutvertex, say
v, which tells us that there is a nontrivial isomorphism class of blockbranches
at v. By Condition 1, both R and S contain a vertex from all but one of the
blockbranches of each isomorphism class of blockbranches at v. In particular,
this is true for the, say n, blockbranches isomorphic to H at v. For S denote
these vertices by s0, s1, . . . , sn−2. Since r is also on one of these n blockbranches,
there is a subset of n − 2 of {s0, . . . , sn−2} that when unioned with r provides
a set of vertices from all but one of the n isomorphic blockbranches. Let s = s0
be a vertex that is not necessary for this and let S′ = S − {s} ∪ {r}.
Suppose that there is β ∈ Stab({r, s1, . . . , sn−2}) so that β(s) 6= s. Since
β fixes each of r, s1, . . . , sn−2 it leaves invariant each of their associated block-
branches and therefore leaves invariant the remaining blockbranch in the iso-
morphism class of H at v. Thus the blockbranch, say K, that s is on, is invariant
under β. But since β(s) 6= s, K is not fixed by β. Since S is a minimal deter-
mining set, s either fulfills Condition 1 of Theorem 9 for some block of K, or
s fulfills Condition 2 for some interior cutvertex of K. Since K and H are in
the same isomorphism class, H must also contain a block for which Condition
1 must be met or a cutvertex for which Condition 2 must be met. Since R
is a determining set, R must also contain a vertex, say t, fulfilling the same
condition. But then t also fulfills Condition 2 for v and thus r is unneces-
sary to fulfill this condition. However, our choice of v and the minimality of
R prevent this situation. Thus β fixes s and Stab({r, s1, . . . , sn−2}) ⊆ Stab(s).
Again using our set theoretic argument since {s1, . . . , sn−2} ⊆ S − {s} and
Stab({r, s1, . . . , sn−2}) ⊆ Stab(s), we can show that Stab(S′) = {id}. Similarly
we can show that Stab({s, s1, . . . , sn−2}) ⊆ Stab(r) and therefore for all t ∈ S′,
Stab(S′ − {t}) 6= {id}. Thus S′ is a minimal determining set.
⇐= Suppose that G has a central block B with trivial stabilizer, and that B
has a vertex x moved by every reflection of B under AutG(B), as well as vertices
u and v fixed by different reflections of B under AutG(B). Then both {x} and
{u, v} are minimal block determining sets for B. However, since the pointwise
stabilizer of B is trivial, a block determining set for B is a determining set for
G. Thus {x} and {u, v} are minimal determining sets of different size for G.
Thus the exchange property does not hold for determining sets in G.
7 Open Questions
Question 1. We know that determining sets do, but resolving sets do not,
have the exchange property in n-wheels with n ≥ 8. Is there an infinite family
of graphs in which resolving sets do, but determining sets do not, have the
exchange property?
Question 2. We have found precisely when determining sets have the exchange
property in a given outerplanar graph. Is there a similar characterization for
resolving sets?
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Question 3. In which planar graphs does the exchange property hold for de-
termining sets? For resolving sets?
Question 4. To prove results regarding the exchange property for determining
sets in trees and outerplanar graphs, we used knowledge of how automorphisms
behave on these graphs. Can we move away from detailed analyses of automor-
phisms and still get results on the exchange property for determining sets? That
is, is there an overarching property of a graph which tells whether the exchange
property holds for determining sets? For resolving sets?
Question 5. When does the exchange property hold for distinguishing sets,
locating dominating sets?
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